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Abstract—This paper presents an indoor joint communication
and sensing system that consists of synchronized off-the-shelf
wireless network interface cards (NIC) and Raspberry Pis. There
exists a significant body of research that uses the channel state
information (CSI) reported by wireless network interface cards
for sensing, but only the amplitude and phase difference of the
CSI between receiver antennas are processed. The raw phase of
the CSI is contaminated by the carrier frequency offset, packet
detection delay and other hardware imperfections, so it is too
noisy to use. Our work introduces the raw phase of CSI into
sensing by synchronizing the transmitter and receiver clocks
to remove carrier frequency offset and using a new method to
remove packet detection delay. We validate our design in a real-
world scenario to detect breathing and walking and demonstrate
that the raw phase of the CSI offers an evident improvement
in Wi-Fi CSI-based sensing. Additionally, we are the first to use
the Raspberry Pi and ATH9k wireless network interface card
together for CSI data collection, which is cheap, portable and
versatile.

Index Terms—Joint Communications and Sensing (JCAS),
Channel State Information (CSI), Synchronization, Raspberry
Pi

I. INTRODUCTION

The concept of joint communication and sensing (JCAS)
has been growing in recent years and indoor sensing using Wi-
Fi signal has attracted attention from researchers as it shows
applications in health care [1]–[4], activity recognition [5]–
[7], localization [8]–[10] and security [11], [12]. The major
advantage of this type of sensing is that Wi-Fi signal is ubiq-
uitous, pervasive and sensing using it is privacy-preserving.
Moreover, it does not require light can even provide through-
the-wall sensing.

There are two major approaches to building the sensing
system. One is to use software-defined radio (SDR) like the
well known universal software radio peripheral (USRP) [4],
[5], [8], [11] and the other is to use commercial-level off-the-
shelf equipment [1]–[3], [6], [7], [9], [10]. The SDR approach
is based on the principle of bistatic radar that the Wi-Fi signal
transmitter is treated as a source of RF illumination and the
SDR is treated as a spatially separated receiver. The cross
ambiguity function [12] is widely used here to find the Doppler
frequency shift and range. Using the off-the-shelf equipment,
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one or multiple off-the-shelf wireless network interface cards
(Wi-Fi cards) are used with regular computers to collect the
data. The data is the CSI that describes the channel response
and it can be used for sensing. However, typically, the NIC
would not report the data to the user. Special models of NIC
and corresponding software are required to output the CSI
from NIC. For example, [13] can only be used on Intel NIC
5300, the Atheros CSI Tool [14] is designed for the ATH9k
family Wi-Fi chips, Nexmon [15] can run on several Broadcom
Wi-Fi chips.

Both of the approaches have advantages and disadvantages.
For the SDR, bistatic radar signal processing has been well
researched and the techniques are mature. The achievable
resolution is satisfactory and machine learning methods can be
used to further enhance its capabilities. However, it is costly
for commercial applications or distributed sensing systems.
Additional computers are required to control the devices
and process data which adds extra cost. For the commercial
devices, due to the hardware limitation, the accuracy of the
CSI data is low, especially for the phase of CSI values.
Workarounds and complicated algorithms are developed to
ease this problem and make the CSI useful for sensing but
a number of limitations and restrictions are applied, such
as limiting the target sensing area. In terms of cost, NIC’s
are significantly more affordable. Note that both approaches
require computers which limits the portability of the sensing
system.

Compared to previous work [1]–[3], [6], [7], [9], [10], the
following contributions are made by this paper: We improve
the sensing capability of wireless NICs by synchronization
and a packet detection delay removal method. It includes
modification to the NIC hardware and developing correspond-
ing software. Additionally, we test several signal processing
methods that cannot be used in previous research due to
hardware limitations and the result demonstrates breathing
detection and walking detection with increased sensitivity and
specificity.

The following paper is organized as follows: we describe
the principle of CSI sensing and its measurement limitations
in section II and introduce our approaches to solve the solve
carrier frequency offset and packet detection delay in section
III. We then show our testbed and experimental results in



section IV. Finally, we conclude in Section V and discuss
future avenues of work.

II. CSI-BASED WI-FI SENSING

A. Idealized CSI Sensing Model

Channel state estimation is one critical step to demodulate
OFDM signals as it can remove the adverse effect in real-world
channels such as frequency selective fading. In 802.11n [16]
OFDM Wi-Fi packets, CSI is calculated from fixed preambles
defined in the protocol. The CSI is the output of channel
state estimation that describes the frequency response of the
channel. To present the frequency response, each value in
the CSI is complex whose magnitude and phase indicate the
amplitude response and phase response respectively. There are
Ntx × Nrx × Nc complex values in one CSI record where
Ntx is the number of antennas on the transmitter, Nrx is the
number of antennas on the receiver and Nc is the number of
subcarriers.

Multipath exists in real-world channels due to surrounding
objects and the presence of people. Suppose there are one
transmitter antenna and one receiver antenna, we can write
the channel state information as follows [14]:

H(fbb, t) =

N∑
k=1

ak(fbb, t)e
−j2π(fc+fbb)τk(t) (1)

where fc is the center carrier frequency, fbb is the baseband
frequency of the subcarrier, t is the time, N is the number
of paths, ak(f, t) is the complex number representing the
attenuation and initial phase offset of the channel, τk(t) is
propagation delay and n(t) is the additive white Gaussian
noise.

If we simplify the channel so that there are only two signal
paths, the line-of-sight (los) signal and the reflection signal
from the human body, the CSI would be:

H ′(fbb, t) = alos(fbb, t)e
−j2π(fc+fbb)τlos(t)

+abody(fbb, t)e
−j2π(fc+fbb)τbody(t)

(2)

By processing the H ′(fbb, t), sensing can be achieved and
applications can be developed [17].

B. Phase Issue in CSI

1) Carrier Frequency Offset (CFO): The NIC uses a phase
lock loop (PLL) to synthesize the Wi-Fi carrier signal [18].
The carrier signal frequency is generated as follows:

fc =
M

N
fosc (3)

where fosc is the local crystal oscillator frequency and M , N
are programmable integer values. For example, if the fosc is
40MHz, to generate a carrier frequency of 5825MHz, M and
N could be set to 1165 and 8 respectively.

As the crystals on the transmitter and the receiver are
not identical, they would oscillate at different frequencies.
Using the previous example of PLL and assuming the crystal
frequency difference is 25 parts per million (ppm), the carrier
frequency offset ∆fc would be 145.625kHz. The NIC could

deal with this error for communications using a frequency
correction algorithm based on the preambles in Wi-Fi frame
but the error is still too large for the purpose of sensing and it
will continually introduce a fluctuating CSI phase [19]. Based
on this model, the CSI would be

H ′′(fbb, t) = e−j2π
∫

∆fc(t)dtH ′(fbb, t) (4)

∆fc(t) is the instantaneous carrier frequency offset and it
could change over time due to hardware imperfections.

2) Packet Detection Delay (PDD): The NIC would calcu-
late CSI after a packet is detected [19]. We define the packet
detection delay τpdd as the time when the receiver detects the
packet subtracted by the time when the transmitter sends the
signal. As the baseband is based on digital sampling, τpdd
would be dependent on the baseband sampling clock on the
transmitter and receiver.

H ′′′(fbb, t) = e−j2πτpddfbbH ′′(fbb, t) (5)

The raw phase of CSI is not very useful for sensing as
both of CFO and PDD will introduce uncertainty to it, but
we can cancel the phase issue by using the power of CSI
H(f, t)H(f, t)∗ (∗ represents conjugate) [2], [3] or use the
conjugate multiplication of CSI between two antennas on one
receiver Hant1(f, t)Hant2(f, t)∗ [7], [9], [20] as they share the
same CFO and PDD. By processing the ∆fc-free term over
time, we can achieve activity recognition and localization.

III. SOLUTION TO PHASE ISSUE

A. CFO Removal

Simon and Aydin [21] synchronized two wireless routers
with ATH9k Wi-Fi chips using one shared clock to increase
the accuracy of angle of arrival (AoA) estimation. In their
work, synchronization permits them to increase the number of
antennas in the phased array. Moreover, the signal processing
is still based on the phase difference between antennas as all
the wireless routers are configured as receivers. It inspired
us that by synchronizing transmitter and receiver, we can use
the raw phase of CSI directly and it could provide a richer
measurement of the actual channel.

We designed and made a circuit board for the oscillator
as Fig.1. It is made up of an active crystal (Y1) and digital
buffers (U2). The active crystal can generate 40MHz square
wave continuously and it is the actual clock source in the
synchronization. Digital buffers are used to split the crystal
output into two outputs and improve the output current. Two
capacitors (C1, C2) are used as DC-block before the SMA
connectors as we found the chip would provide a DC bias
voltage by itself. Voltage regulator (U1) is used to provide a
stable 3.3v power source and extra capacitors (C3, C4, C5,
C6, C7) can filter undesired noise from the power supply.

We choose to use ATH9k wireless network interface card
and the specific model is AR9388. The NIC does not support
an external clock input, so we need to modify the hardware to
inject the external clock into the chip. The crystal is removed
and one coaxial cable with a stripped end is soldered on the



(a)

(b)

Fig. 1: Oscillator board: (a) schematic diagram (b) actual board

(a) Original (b)

Fig. 2: NIC card: (a) original (b) modified (wired connection
in red box)

corresponding pads as the external clock input port. Fig.2
shows the modification. Using synchronization, ∆fc can be
set to 0 in theory.

B. PDD Removal

A new method to remove PDD is developed. Note that the
baseband subcarrier frequencies are symmetric, which means
for a subcarrier fbb, we can always find another subcarrier
−fbb in a 802.11n OFDM packet and all subcarriers in the
packet shares the same PDD, the product of the CSI for
subcarrier fbb and subcarrier −fbb is PDD-free as

H ′′′(fbb, t)H
′′′(−fbb, t) = e−j2πτpddfbbH ′′(fbb, t)

×e−j2πτpdd−fbbH ′′(−fbb, t)
= H ′′(fbb, t)H

′′(−fbb, t)
(6)

Since ∆fc has been set to 0 and fc >> fbb, the
product can be approximated as Equation.7. As the line-
of-sight channel generally would not change over time
but the body-reflection channel is time-varying due to any
motion, alos(fbb, t)e

−j2πfcτlos(t)alos(−fbb, t)e−j2πfcτlos(t)

can be seen as the only DC component in the
product and it is represented as C. Assuming the
signal from line-of-sight channel is much stronger,
abody(fbb, t)e

−j2πfcτbody(t)abody(−fbb, t)e−j2πfcτbody(t)

would be the smallest term and it can be ignored. If
the following post-processing methods are window-based
(such as short-time Fourier transformation) and the window
size is relatively small, abody(fbb, t) and abody(−fbb, t)
can be treated as constants in the window. The overall
approximation would be Ke−j2πfcτbody(t) + C and K is a
constant factor. From now on, CFO and PDD are removed.

H ′′′(fbb, t)H
′′′(−fbb, t) = H ′(fbb, t)H

′(−fbb, t)
= alos(fbb, t)e

−j2π(fc+fbb)τlos(t)alos(−fbb, t)e−j2π(fc−fbb)τlos(t)

+abody(fbb, t)e
−j2π(fc+fbb)τbody(t)abody(−fbb, t)e−j2π(fc−fbb)τbody(t)

+alos(−fbb, t)e−j2π(fc−fbb)τlos(t)abody(fbb, t)e
−j2π(fc+fbb)τbody(t)

+alos(fbb, t)e
−j2π(fc+fbb)τlos(t)abody(−fbb, t)e−j2π(fc−fbb)τbody(t)

≈ alos(fbb, t)e
−j2πfcτlos(t)alos(−fbb, t)e−j2πfcτlos(t)

+abody(fbb, t)e
−j2πfcτbody(t)abody(−fbb, t)e−j2πfcτbody(t)

+alos(−fbb, t)e−j2πfcτlos(t)abody(fbb, t)e
−j2πfcτbody(t)

+alos(fbb, t)e
−j2πfcτlos(t)abody(−fbb, t)e−j2πfcτbody(t)

≈ Ke−j2πfcτbody(t) + C

(7)

IV. TESTBED AND EXPERIMENTAL RESULT

A. Testbed

Raspberry Pi Compute Module 4 is utilised with the
corresponding IO Board Raspberry Pi to support a PCIe
x1 interface. The ATH9k official driver is available in the

Raspberry Pi OS Linux Kernel source, but it does not support
the CSI-related functions because this function is not essential
for general users. We modified the official driver by adding
those functions from the Atheros CSI Tool [14] and rewriting
the obsolete APIs to make it work on the Raspberry Pi.
Additionally, power save mode is disabled to keep the PLL
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Fig. 3: Overview of synchronized devices: (a) block Diagram
(b) actual devices
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Fig. 4: CSI in polar coordinates: (a) with asynchronized clock
source and (b) with synchronized clock source. Each circle
represents one CSI record.

working all the time. Fig.3 illustrates the whole system,
including the Raspberry Pis, wireless interface cards and the
shared clock.

The NIC is set to communicate at channel 165 (5.825GHz)
using 20MHz bandwidth during all experiments. The trans-
mitter is configured to send 1000 802.11n packets per second
to the receiver at a power of 15dBm. One transmitter antenna
and one receiver antenna are enabled. In this scenario, each
CSI record is 1× 1× 56 complex numbers.

B. Effectiveness of Proposed Concepts

We connect the transmitter and the receiver via a coaxial
cable and a -20dB attenuator to validate our design and
compare it to the asynchronized system. For each experiment,
1000 consecutive CSI records are collected and analyzed.

1) CFO Removal: According to Equation.5, the phase of
CSI would be affected by packet detection delay. As a result,
to validate the CFO removal only, we should use the subcarrier
with minimum absolute baseband frequency. Since subcarrier
0 is not used according to the 802.11n protocol, the phase
of subcarrier -1 and subcarrier 1 are analyzed. In Fig.4, we
can see the phase of CSI covers the entire phase space for
the asynchronized devices but there is only one phase cluster
for the synchronized devices. This result provides validation
of our synchronization method. The phase plot is not ideal as
the cluster for each subcarrier is around 60 degs wide, which
means the two devices are not perfectly synchronized due to
clock noise and jitters.

(a) (b)

Fig. 5: CSI Phase (Synchronized NICs): (a) without PDD
removal (b) with PDD removal. Different CSI records are
represented by different curves.

Fig. 6: Test Environment

2) PDD Removal: Theoretically, the plot of the unwrapped
phase should be linear with respect to the subcarrier frequency
and the slope is a result of the delay. From Fig.5, curves’
approximated linear slopes show many clusters due to the
existence of PDD, but after applying PDD removal, there is
only one horizontal cluster remaining. Additionally, the non-
linearity of the phase curve due to hardware imperfection is
also removed using the PDD removal method. It is because
the major non-linear distortion is symmetric with respect to
subcarrier 0 and shows similar property as PDD.

C. Experiments Using Real-world Indoor Channel

Initial testing was carried out in an indoor environment and
geometry is shown in Fig.6.

1) Breathing Detection: Expansion and contraction of the
chest wall when breathing regularly is expected to give rise to
a clear periodic pattern in both the CSI amplitude and phase
[2], [3]. There are 56 subcarriers and we merge them into one
for simplicity as follows:

amplitude(t) = LPF (
1

N

N∑
i=1

abs(Hm(fbbi, t))) (8)

phase(t) = LPF (unwrap(angle(
1

N

N∑
i=1

Hm(fbbi, t)

abs(Hm(fbbi, t))
))

(9)
where Hm is the measured CSI, N is the number of sub-
carriers, fbbi is the frequency of ith subcarrier, LPF is a
low-pass filter whose cutoff frequency is 5 Hz, angle is the
function to calculate the angle of a complex number and
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Fig. 7: CSI for breathing detection: (a) with asynchronized
clock (b) with synchronized clock

unwrap is the function to unwrap angles to avoid −π to π
jump. When using asynchronized NICs, according to Fig.7a,
the CSI amplitude can show the pattern but the phase keeps
increasing showing no breathing pattern. For the synchronized
NICs, phase changes matches the amplitude changes exactly in
Fig.7b and both of them can be used for breathing detection.
Note that the changing tendency of amplitude and phase is
not necessarily to be the same because it will vary from the
position of the target.

2) Walking Detection: Walking forward and backward is
a relatively fast and large body movement. In this case, the
processing is similar to conventional Doppler frequency shift
analysis. As there are 56 subcarriers available, we process each
subcarrier respectively then merge the spectrograms to one as
follows:

spectro =
1

N

N∑
i=1

20 log(abs(STFT (HPF (H ′m(fbbi , t)))))

(10)
where H ′m(fbbi , t) is the pre-processed CSI, HPF is a high
pass filter whose cutoff frequency is 3Hz, STFT is short-
time Fourier transformation with a 0.512s window and 0.384
overlap.

Since CSI amplitude-based methods has been widely used
in previous research [17] [22], we apply CFO removal and
PDD removal incrementally then extract CSI amplitude as
the pre-processing. In Fig.8, as the CFO removal and PDD
removal methods only work for the phase, it would not change
the spectrogam of the CSI amplitude and all of the three
spectrograms show very similar patterns. Note that it cannot
distinguish if the target is moving forward or backward directly
from the frequency as both of positive and negative frequencies
exist in the spectrograms.

As CFO removal and PDD removal are available, we can
perform the previous pre-processing without extracting the CSI
amplitude and use the raw values to plot the spectrograms.
Fig.9 shows that using CFO removal alone can improve the
signal-to-noise ratio significantly but there still exists an evi-
dent noise, especially, the spectrogram mirrors. The following
PDD removal can refine it and provide a better result. It shows
the Doppler frequency shift on the spectrogram and when the
target is approaching, there would be a positive frequency
shift, vice versa.

The maximum speed of the target is measured as 1.6m/s and
according to the geometry, the bistatic speed is 3.0m/s, leading
to a theoretical Doppler frequency shift of 58 Hz. From the
spectrogram, the maximum Doppler frequency shift is about
60Hz and it matches the theoretical calculation.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

The work presented in this paper highlights how future
communications infrastructures may employ CSI for enhanced
joint communications and sensing. By synchronizing two off-
the-shelf wireless NICs and using the PDD removal method,
we improve the sensing capability of the off-the-shelf Wi-
Fi devices significantly. This provides the ability to extract
an additional useful measurement parameter which is the
raw phase in Wi-Fi CSI-based sensing system. Using this
system, we utilize signal processing methods that have not
been possible to implement in previous research with earlier
systems and enable it to estimate the direction of a moving
target directly from CSI. It can sense both small and large
body movements and the results are promising. Additionally,
we built the system with a Raspberry Pi to make it low-
cost and portable. Further applications like activity recognition
and localization can be built based on our system. Moreover,
better synchronization methods like wireless synchronization
can help a lot to deploy the system in real world and fully
reuse the existing communication system for sensing.
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Fig. 8: STFT of CSI amplitude for walking target
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